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Public Sector
A new report has highlighted Australia’s lack of resilience in facing challenges it was
unprepared for, such as the COVID-19, climate change and regional security risks.
The report makes recommendations on the public sector, energy security, the health
system, economy and defence, among other areas.
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An OECD report comparing regulatory practices across its member nations has given
Australia high marks but says stakeholder engagement could improve.
Unpopular cyber incident takeover powers have been reintroduced to parliament.
An annual report on the civil rights of countries worldwide has downgraded Australia’s
democracy from open to narrowed. The CIVICUS Monitor is a collaboration between
human rights organisations around the world, to assess the democratic freedoms of 196
countries.
In a report the Australian National Audit Office has examined COVID-19 procurements
and deployments in regard to the National Medical Stockpile (NMS). The cost of sp ot t in g
boats off the northwest coast of Australia from the air has blown out by a massive 29% of
taxpayer money, from $1.187 billion to $1.541 billion since March 2006, according to the
Auditor-General. At least $17 million being handed over to the aviation contractor,
Surveillance Australia, without supporting invoices.
The Accountability Round Table (ART) is calling for a ‘beyond best practice’
Commonwealth integrity commission.
The Conran Review looked at COAG - he Council of Australian Govern ment s – a n d w ill
inform the future working of Australia’s ‘National Cabinet.’ The issue is how well ‘ Na t ion al
Cabinet’ will work. [National Cabinet was established during Covid -19 and replaced
COAG.] Related article.
Corruption Perceptions Index New Zealand 1, Australia 11. Related local opinion piece
about corruption in Australia.
The International Sustainability Standards Board has been created to meet t h e d ema nd
for global rules for corporations’ non-financial reporting – article. Two prototype
standards covering climate-related disclosures and general sustainability disclosu re ru les
that have been drawn from a range of different sources such as the Climate Disclosure
Standards Board and the Value Reporting Foundation. The Australian Accounting
Standards Board will look to incorporate the new standards in Australia.
Between 2010-2020 overseas governments (Japan, South Korea and China) provided
more than 11 times as much financial support to fossil fuels as to renewable energy
projects.
Portugal just made it illegal for your boss to text you after work.
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Read

Beth Noveck’s book claims we are not doing enough to trai n publ ic servants i n problem
solving
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Quote – source: ‘That’s why the future will always surprise us. It is not any one grea t ev en t t h a t t ip s t h e
scales, but some hardly noticeable connection that completes the network. Network scien t ist s ca ll t h is
type of thing an instantaneous phase transition and there’s really no way to predict exactly w hen it w ill
happen, but if you learn to look for tell-tale signs, you can see one coming.’
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Agriculture, food …
Many key components of biodiversity for food and agriculture at genetic, species and ecosystem levels are in
decline – FAO report on biodiversity.
The production cost of cultivated meat could drop to compete with conventional meat by 2030. The Life
Cycle study showed cultivated meat is also projected to comprise a staggering 35% of t he global meat
market by 2040. Several reports suggest lab-grown meat environmental benefits include lower emissions plus
less land and water usage than conventional farming. However, a more recent US study on expanding invitro production warns those benefits could come at the expense of much more intensive energy use as the
whole process moves away from agriculture and becomes industrialised.
Diet-related diseases like obesity and diabetes made the U.S. much more vulnerable during the p an demic.
Fast food could be even more unhealthy than believed. A recent study sampled fast food items from six
major chains and found toxic chemicals linked to serious health problems and even early death.
More than 100 countries agreed to cut their methane emissions 30% by 2030 under the Global Methane
Pledge, an initiative launched by the U.S. and European Union. The increase in methane emissions is driven by
three anthropogenic sources: leaks from fossil fuel infrastructure (e.g. leaks from natural gas pipelines), drillin g
operations and coal mines and also from agriculture (primarily livestock and rice fields)an d from d eca yin g
waste in landfills. The Global Methane Assessment describes how reducing methane can change the climate
trajectory within the next 20 years
An organic agriculture expert argues that the US is missing an economic and environmental opport un it y b y
not working to scale up organic production. This diagram shows an initial attempt to understand how
agroecology, regenerative agriculture and the organic movement relate to each other.
This paper reviews the literature that discusses the risks of carbon leakage associated wit h clima t e p olicies
and their implications for the agricultural sector.

Corona virus/pandemics (not exhaustive)
New research is the first to demonstrate how the SARS-CoV-2 virus can directly damage cells in the brain. T h e
effects of SARS-CoV-2 on the brain are still emerging.
This article discusses how Covid-19 has shaped scientists and the future of science.
How effective are vaccine mandates? Data show they can make a small but crucial difference.
As PNG struggles to cope with its biggest COVID-19 surge, ransomware hackers have attacked its
Department of Finance and frozen the government’s key payment systems, the integrated financial
management system. It could take weeks to rebuild the system.
Australia has had zero measles in 2021 due to covid-19 border closure. Related article – ‘Influenza lineage
extinction during the COVID-19 pandemic?’
Arup Foresight shared four scenarios for the future of the COVID-19 pandemic. You can watch the WH O EPI WIN webinar.
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Singapore will stop footing the bill for COVID-19 patients’ hospital bills if they choose to be unvaccinated.
The pandemic has led to an increased demand for single-use plastics that intensifies pressure on an a lrea dy
out-of-control global plastic waste problem in Magnitude and impact of pandemic-associated plastic waste.

Defence, National Security, Geopolitics, Emergency Management, etc.
In October the U.S. Office of the Director of National Intelligence released a report titled: Climate Change
and International Responses Increasing Challenges to US National Security Through 2040. See image from t h is
report:

ASPI investigated the risk of military conflicts using horizons of 12 months, five years, and 10 years. This
research, covering most countries, is outlined in a technical paper and a summary (both available here;
Coolabah | War Lab (shinyapps.io) This article discusses the challenges that the Taliban w ill fa ce from t h e
Islamic State in Afghanistan.
A new genre of cyberattacks killware; killware targets critical parts of the nation's infrastructure, including
police departments, transportation and water supplies, in ways that could injure or even kill people. R ela ted
story: ‘A drone tried to disrupt the Power Grid.’
The (U.S.) military is developing a shapeshifting wheel (turns into a track while the vehicle is still moving.)
What it is like to fight a megafire – New Yorker.
A dark horse right-wing party emerged as the third-largest in Japan’s lower house.

Economy
Anglicare Australia’s Jobs Availability Snapshot shows that the jobs just aren’t there for the people who n eed
them. The Mandarin published a special report on The Future of Work. This article lays out three rules for sen ior
managers trying to forge a new hybrid path.
This article speaks to the possible fragility (?) of the European Union. This article says the United States is goin g
to collapse. A similar article on U.S. collapse. Britain is an ideal global test bed for scams, according to fiv e of
the biggest UK banks
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Leading high-tech companies in the United
States are shifting their locations from safer
places to riskier ones (e.g. Texas and Florida) –
article suggests because they offer a less
restrictive environment when it comes to Covid,
Risk assessment of mobile working – new
research. (Not yet published but summarised in
the article.)
Twitter thread shows we've put the entire
manufacturing and retail economy into the
same bind that poor people have faced forever:
no slack and one failure creates a cascade of
doom. Related story about pallet shortages.
More on the supply chain crunch – article.
The NSW Coalition government has backed a Labor proposal cut the capital gains tax concession rubbish ed
by the federal Coalition at the last two elections. More on housing policy – an opinion … it should not be
influenced by the quest for wealth accumulation. How home ownership is out of reach in Australia.
This article says ‘companies are looking to finally replace workers with machines — and robotics comp anies
couldn’t be happier to oblige.’
Throwback: The future of advertising from 2016 (video.)

Environment
Passing of seven new laws animal rights in Hawaii; the intentional killing of sharks has been banned along with
the release of balloons that threaten marine life; cosmetics that use animal testing are now prohibited.
This article says: ‘Taxing new plastic is the cheapest way to address its environmental impact’ and relates to a
bill introduced in the United States House.
Some advice on how to talk to different consumers about sustainability. Research findings suggest that
touting efforts to recycle waste into useful products may paradoxically make people perceive gen erat in g
waste as the more sustainable option. Series of articles on the future of sustainability in the United States.
Quick takes on the business of sustainability from McKinsey (blog.)
A $15 million, Silicone Valley backed start-up promises to populate the Arctic with eco-engineering
Mammoths, How they might positively impact the environment is not well understood.

Source: OECD (2021), Municipal waste (indicator). doi: 10.1787/89d5679a -en (Accessed on 05 November 2021)

Substances that persistently luminesce are already used in some bike lanes, and in the future could be
applied to sidewalks, streets and buildings — saving energy and reducing urban heat.
Polluters work around monitoring schedules of the EPA (United States).
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The Rockefeller Foundation and a consortium of about two dozen public and private sector partners,
including the IKEA Foundation and the Bezos Earth Fund, launched the Global Energy Alliance for People and
Planet . See the Alliance website.
Opinion on New Zealand’s achieving a circular economy: ‘The government’s work on circu la rit y h a s b een
splintered between the Ministry for the Environment and MBIE. The agencies’ organisational cultures and
priorities differ, and they have not connected their thinking for a whole-of-system approach. ’ A nd ‘ Crit ica l
elements of the circular economy are falling through the cracks in the silos, particularly the part about
economic transformation. Increasing corporate responsibility for waste is the hottest potato no one w an ts t o
touch.’

Climate…
Opinion piece that asserts ‘economic models are so fundamentally flawed that the climate discourse w ou ld
be better off without them.’
In this article ‘The science everyone needs to know about climate change, in 6 charts’ atmospheric scien t ist
Betsy Weatherhead explains the fundamental dynamics propelling climate change and details some of t h e
changes different parts of the world have started to see.
Climate change refugia are conservation efforts focussed not on restoration, but on looking ahead. For
example, looking at reforesting areas with species more likely to be able to survive warmer temperatures and
more frequent wildfires. Or, identifying habitats or environments that appear to be more p ersist en t d esp it e
changes in the climate. These could provide slow lanes enabling species to adapt to changing climates.
The annual climate change performance index placed Australia overall at 58th among 64 countries, b a sed
on marks across categories of emissions, renewable energy, energy use, and climate policy. UNEP’s Emission s
Gap Report works out the difference between where greenhouse emissions are projected to be in 2030 a n d
where they should be to avoid the worst climate change impacts. If all 2030 climate targets are met, the
planet will heat by 2.7℃ this century. Production Gap Report 2021: Governments still plan t o p rod u ce more
than double the amount of fossil fuels in 2030 than what would be consistent with limiting global warming
to 1.5°C, in stark contrast to increased climate ambitions and net-zero commitments.
Probable Futures mapped increasing heat, decreasing cold, and shifting humidity under differen t w armin g
scenarios.
This Climate Does Not Exist is an AI-driven experience based on empathy, allowing users to imagine the
environmental impacts of the current climate crisis, one address at a time
In May the International Energy Agency’s announcement that further investments in new fossil fuel supp lie s is
not needed. They have now released their World Energy Outlook-2021 report. Here is a good short su mma ry
of IEA’s press conference associated with the report’s release, and the change in arguments a b out en ergy
change that the IEA makes.
More than 99.9% of peer-reviewed scientific papers agree that climate change is mainly caused by humans ,
according to a new survey of 88,125 climate-related studies.
How do airborne microplastics affect the climate? The first study to tackle the question shows they are a bit of
a mixed bag. For now, they have a very slight cooling effect on the climate. But that could flip and
microplastics could warm the planet, especially as their density in the atmosphere increases.
Five key industries have the potential to reduce methane emissions by 46% by 2030 - agriculture, oil and gas,
coal mining, solid-waste management, and wastewater management (report.) Newish solar breakthrough
out of the University of California. There's a lot of research on materials that use infrared (heat) at night.
Read: Europe’s Social climate fund: Fit for 55 package (1st edition)

Foresight

… 2050 … is only 29 years out, so it is exactly the same as predicting wh at t h e worl d woul d
look like today back in 1992. … what was most impactful from 1992 were technologies or
trends already in their nascent phases, and it was simply a matter of choosing what to
extrapolate. [The quote is from this article.]
Provocation: What about trends that petered out? ‘collapsed’? reversed?
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Scenarios are a very specific tool that should be used carefully. Specifically: that scenarios oft en get in t h e
way of effective futures processes because the cognitive processes involved in understanding what they a re
about get in the way of the social learning in the organisation or network. (Andrew Curry in APFList thread)
This opinion piece says that Texas is the country's bellwether state offering ‘a glimpse into the country’s
economic future and engines of growth as well as its political fault lines in the long run.’ (California ha s b een
considered the U.S. bellwether for ages.)
In Finally, evidence that managing for the long term pays off from Harvard Business Review, a 15-year
research effort shows that average revenue among firms identified as focused on the long term was 47
percent higher (earnings were 36 percent higher, by the way). Other research shows that 47 percent of
executives and directors say they would delay starting a new project to avoid risking a miss on earnings
targets, even if doing so led to a potential sacrifice in value. The tyranny of short -term pressures on executives
is relentless, but the better long-term choice is equally clear.
The largest collection of methods available at ($49 US) Futures Research Methodology – Version 3.0 – The
Millennium Project (millennium-project.org)
A research team modified tadpoles so that their brains got oxygen not from water, as tadpoles normally d o,
but from photosynthesizing microorganisms. The researchers injected algae or cyanobacteria into the
tadpoles’ developing circulatory systems, which pumped the light -harvesting microbes throughout their
bodies. Aiming light at the tadpoles kicked off oxygen-dependent activities in their brain s ev en w hen t h ey
were swimming in oxygen-free water. It’s a tentative step in a freewheeling area of research: changing
cellular behaviour by inserting foreign microbes.
Kearney has released an inaugural "What If?" report. The report explores powerful and plausible
contingencies across cybersecurity, inflation, persistent COVID, demographic change, and extreme
economic protectionism—and how they might impact the global business outlook.
The Middle East Institute (MEI), a think tank in Washington D.C. published Thinking MENA Futures: The Next Five
Years and Beyond. The report is a compilation of essays by 23 thought leaders from around the world on what
they foresee for the Middle East and North Africa region in the 5-to-20-year future, covering areas from
economic development and the future of work to climate change adaptation, public health, gov ernan ce
and societal inclusion, etc.
Signals and drivers via the IFTF – explained. Analogies –
•

Drivers are to signals as clouds are to raindrops. Clouds, like drivers, overlap and converge and
precipitate raindrops/signals.

•

Drivers are to signals as diseases are to symptoms. Just as a symptom is a specific, observable resu lt
of disease, signals result from drivers and when observed, call our attention to the p resen ce of t h e
said drivers and how they might shape the future.

•

Drivers are to signals as a river is to a whirlpool. The river flows continuously while contribut ing t o t h e
conditions necessary for a particular vortex to form.

Here is a case study (including scenarios and plans that followed.) Case: Foresight-driven st ra t egy in S ou th
American region Atlántico | Kairos Future
This is a short film about a near term future, where social media drives a kind of social collapse, followed b y a
positive aftermath. They also published a viewing guide. This short film is by Superflux.
Video: Frank Spencer demonstrates how to use the Causal Layered Analysis tool created by Sohail
Inayatullah.
Timeline (below) for the pandemic era – scenarios from Peter Scwartz (at Salesforce.)
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Throwback: Link to interesting forecast published in National Geographic in 1982.
More publications:

Health
Living in a neighbourhood with higher availability of fast-food outlets (across all regions of the United States) is
associated with higher subsequent risk of developing type 2 dia betes, study. New databank sheds ligh t in t o
the human gut microbiome – driver of human health.
Surgeons have successfully tested a pig’s kidney in a human patient.

Science and Technology
Alán Aspuru-Guzik is using AI, robots, and even quantum computing to create the new materials that we w ill
need to fight climate change (subscribers only article.)
Google search results seem to vary depending on cultural differences and government preferences – for
example: Is Beijing’s Tiananmen Square a sunny tourist attraction or the site of a lethal milit a ry cra ck d own?
Search Atlas makes it easy to see how Google offers different responses to the same query on version s of it s
search engine offered in different parts of the world. The ACCC recommended that it be given the power t o
develop and implement a mandatory search engine choice screen and to develop additional measu res t o
improve competition and consumer choice in search engines. The thinking is that a competitive search
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engine market could benefit consumers through innovation in search results or display; a reduction in
sponsored advertising results; and incentives to attract users such as rewards or better data protection.
South Korea's Incheon International Airport has been scanning and storing faces without people's consent t o
build an AI monitoring system. Up to 100 million foreign passengers scanned and privat e comp anies giv en
access to use said data for machine learning and algorithm testing.
In December 2020, the Institute on Governance (IOG) launched Government Science and Innovation in t h e
New Normal (GSINN.) This is a multi-year collaborative research initiative that provides an in-depth
examination of the evolving relationship between science, innovation, and society and one that is also
designed to support medium-term planning for the federal science and innovation departments and
agencies. Some papers:
▪

Paper: Microsoft Word - 2021-05-05_Hindsight_paper_formatted_EN.docx (iog.ca)

▪

Paper: Microsoft Word - 2021-07-12 - IOG GSINN Literature_Review.docx

Researchers are working on touch screen technology that would allow people to feel physical objects
including, for example, the texture of an item of clothing’s fabric while shopping online.
A new platform Open Research EU publishes science both with open access and open peer review meaning that the work of reviewers is also acknowledged and visible. Public Resource, a non-profit
organisation based in California, has created a General Index to scientific journals.
Read:
Nogueira, L. A., Bjørkan, M. and Dale, B. (2021). Conducting Research in a Post -normal Paradigm: P ra ctica l
Guidance for Applying Co-production of Knowledge. Frontiers in Environmental Science. 9. (O n lin e – O p en
access): https://doi.org/10.3389/fenvs.2021.699397
Potentially long-lasting effects of the pandemic on scientists, Nature Communications (2021). DOI:
10.1038/s41467-021-26428-z

Society
A meta-analysis suggests that some aspects of emotional intelligence
have declined among college students in the past two decades. The
study analysed data from 70 studies conducted among college students
in the Western world between 2003 and 2018.
A study showed participants with liberal and conservative political
beliefs both shared erroneous news stories to a certain degree. But
conservatives who also scored low on conscientiousness were more
likely than liberals or more conscientious conservatives to share
misleading information.
New research suggests people can also find conspiracy theories
entertaining – and the more entertaining people find them, it seems, th e
more likely they are to believe in them.
Several leaks from Facebook possibly call into question its future: The
Facebook Papers - The Atlantic
Electioneering – when journalists covering elections focus primarily on
who’s winning or losing — instead of on policy issues — voters,
candidates, and the news industry itself suffer, a growing body of
research has found.
Thinking-in-time about Welfare dependency: the history of an idea
A meta-analysis suggests that emotional intelligence is declining among college students
Throwback: This 2014 article Prisoners Could Serve '1,000 Year Sentence in 8.5 Hours' in the Future
(businessinsider.com) said making prisoners feel like they have served a 1,000 year sentence through a
combination drugs and bio-tech could substantially reduce the cost (to taxpayers) of imprisonment.
(Researchers were looking into the possibility.)**The reason that this 2014 article is in the newsletter is this piece
on the popular tv series Squid Game.
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Resources
a.

Tools

‘Timing’ of scanning systems – The Voroscope: ‘The final major piece of the scanning puzzle is the issue of
timing: how often, or according to what sort of timetable, is the scanning in your organisation to be carried
Paying for Predictions is an experiential learning game designed for the Red Cross Red Crescent Climate
Centre by Boston University visiting fellows Pablo Suárez and Janot Mendler de Suárez. (It would be interesting
to develop a game in an Australian context.
The Product Field is a sense-making framework for teams and organisations that build products.
b.

Read

This is a compilation of pieces about Facebook (media coverage about the company.) It is u n clea r w h o is
doing this. There are several start-ups looking to substitute for Facebook – for example: Diaspora *, a t yp e of
decentralised Facebook in which no single entity owns the platform. Rather, it is made up of a network of
independent nodes, called ‘pods,’ which are hosted by individuals or institutions. This way, privacy is built int o
Diaspora*, unlike mainstream centralised social medias.
List of women working in public sector innovation by Thea Snow. (It is interesting that this list is a v a ila ble on
Google docs without requirement to sign-in etc.)
c.

Watch/listen

Podcast: Planning for a problematic future - Future Tense - ABC Radio National
Stanford Online Deliberation Platform - English - YouTube If you have funds this might be a useable approa ch
for hearing ordinary citizens’ views about policy proposals. [Related article about America in one room]
A Ted Talk on planetary boundaries.
d.

Other

Spam texts [rising] vs robocalls (and U.S. legislation to stop them.)
News - DeSmog – an interesting blog with ‘big’ enemies – related article.
The book – The Creative Curve – discusses three ways we get ‘ah ha’ moments – these are the moments
where we ‘connect the dots.’ Adam Kahane’s book (see below) identifies five questions t h a t p a rt icipan ts
and facilitators in all collaborations – regardless of the particulars of the situation – need to work through. (See
this article.)
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A rethink of wicked problems (see image below) – article:
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A challenge card template (source) might be useful in a foresight process.
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